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1 Cross Ratio. Harmonic Conjugates. Perspectivity. Projectivity

Definition 1. LetA, B, C, andD be colinear points. Thecross ratioof the pairs of points(A,B)
and(C,D) is

R(A,B;C,D) =

−→
AC
−−→
CB

:

−−→
AD
−−→
DB

. (1)

Let a, b, c, d be four concurrent lines. For the
given linesp1 andp2 let us denoteAi = a ∩ pi,
Bi = b∩ pi,Ci = c∩ pi,Di = d∩ pi, for i = 1,
2. Then

R(A1, B1;C1, D1) = R(A2, B2;C2, D2). (2)
A1 B1C1 D1

A2
B2

C2

D2

O

Thus it is meaningful to define the cross ratio
of the pairs of concurrent points as

R(a, b; c, d) = R(A1, B1;C1, D1). (3)

Assume that pointsO1, O2, A, B, C, D be-
long to a circle. Then

R(O1A,O1B;O1C,O1D)

= R(O2A,O2B;O2C,O2D). (4)
A

B
C

D

O1

O2

Hence it is meaningful to define the cross-ratio for cocyclicpoints as

R(A,B;C,D) = R(O1A,O1B;O1C,O1D). (5)
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Assume that the pointsA, B, C, D are col-
inear or cocyclic. Let an inversion with centerO
mapsA, B, C,D intoA∗,B∗, C∗,D∗. Then

R(A,B;C,D) = R(A∗, B∗;C∗, D∗). (6)
O

A

B

C

D

A∗

B∗

C∗

D∗

Definition 2. Assume thatA, B, C, andD are cocyclic or colinear points. Pairs of points(A,B)
and(C,D) are harmonic conjugatesif R(A,B;C,D) = −1. We also writeH(A,B;C,D) when
we want to say that(A,B) and(C,D) are harmonic conjugates to each other.

Definition 3. Let each ofl1 andl2 be either line or circle.Perspectivitywith respect to the pointS
=∧
S , is the mapping ofl1 → l2, such that

(i) If either l1 or l2 is a circle than it containsS;

(ii) every pointA1 ∈ l1 is mapped to the pointA2 = OA1 ∩ l2.

According to the previous statements perspectivity preserves the cross ratio and hence the har-
monic conjugates.

Definition 4. Let each ofl1 andl2 be either line or circle.Projectivity is any mapping froml1 to l2
that can be represented as a finite composition of perspectivities.

Theorem 1. Assume that the pointsA, B, C, D1, andD2 are either colinear or cocyclic. If
R(A,B;C,D1) = R(A,B;C,D2), thenD1 = D2. In other words, a projectivity with three
fixed points is the identity.

Theorem 2. If the pointsA, B, C, D are mutually discjoint andR(A,B;C,D) = R(B,A;C,D)
thenH(A,B;C,D).

2 Desargue’s Theorem

The trianglesA1B1C1 andA2B2C2 are perspective with respect to a centerif the linesA1A2,
B1B2, andC1C2 are concurrent. They areperspective with respect to an axisif the pointsK =
B1C1 ∩B2C2, L = A1C1 ∩A2C2,M = A1B1 ∩A2B2 are colinear.

Theorem 3 (Desargue).Two triangles are perspective with respect to a center if andonly if they
are perspective with respect to a point.

3 Theorems of Pappus and Pascal

Theorem 4 (Pappus).The pointsA1,A2,A3 belong to the linea, and the pointsB1,B2,B3 belong
to the lineb. Assume thatA1B2 ∩ A2B1 = C3, A1B3 ∩ A3B1 = C2, A2B3 ∩ A3B2 = C1. Then
C1, C2, C3 are colinear.

Proof. DenoteC′
2 = C1C3 ∩A3B1,D = A1B2 ∩A3B1,E = A2B1 ∩A3B2, F = a∩ b. Our goal

is to prove that the pointsC2 andC′
2 are identical. Consider the sequence of projectivities:

A3B1DC2 =
∧
A1 FB1B2B3 =

∧
A2 A3EB2C1 =

∧
C3 A3B1DC

′
2.

We have got the projective transformation of the lineA3B1 that fixes the pointsA3,B1,D, and maps
C2 toC′

2. Since the projective mapping with three fixed points is the identity we haveC2 = C′
2. �
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Theorem 5 (Pascal).Assume that the pointsA1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3 belong to a circle. The point
in intersections ofA1B2 withA2B1, A1B3 withA3B1,A2B3 withA3B2 lie on a line.

Proof. The pointsC′
2, D, andE as in the proof of the Pappus theorem. Consider the sequence of

perspectivities
A3B1DC2 =

∧
A1 A3B1B2B3 =

∧
A2 A3EB2C1 =

∧
C3 A3B1DC

′
2.

In the same way as above we conclude thatC2 = C′
2. �

4 Pole. Polar. Theorems of Brianchon and Brokard

Definition 5. Given a circlek(O, r), letA∗ be the image of the pointA 6= O under the inversion
with respect tok. The linea passing throughA∗ and perpendicular toOA is called thepolarofA
with respect tok. ConverselyA is called thepoleof a with respect tok.

Theorem 6. Given a circlek(O, r), let anda andb be the polars ofA andB with respect tok. The
A ∈ b if and only ifB ∈ a.

Proof. A ∈ b if and only if ∠AB∗O = 90◦. AnalogouslyB ∈ a if and only if ∠BA∗O = 90◦, and
it reamins to notice that according to the basic properties of inversion we have∠AB∗O = ∠BA∗O.
�

Definition 6. PointsA andB are calledconjugatedwith respect to the circlek if one of them lies
on a polar of the other.

Theorem 7. If the line determined by two conjugated pointsA andB intersectsk(O, r) atC andD,
thenH(A,B;C,D). Conversely ifH(A,B;C,D), whereC,D ∈ k thenA andB are conjugated
with respect tok.

Proof. Let C1 andD1 be the intersection points ofOA with k. Since the inversion preserves the
cross-ratio andR(C1, D1;A,A

∗) = R(C1, D1;A
∗, A) we have

H(C1, D1;A,A
∗). (7)

Letp be the line that containsA and intersectsk atC andD. LetE = CC1∩DD1,F = CD1∩DC1.
SinceC1D1 is the diameter ofk we haveC1F⊥D1E andD1F⊥C1E, henceF is the orthocenter
of the triangleC1D1E. LetB = EF ∩CD andĀ∗ = EF ∩C1D1. Since

C1D1AĀ
∗

=∧
E

CDAB =∧
F

D1C1AĀ
∗

haveH(C1, D1;A, Ā
∗) andH(C,D;A,B). (7) now implies two facts:

1◦ FromH(C1, D1;A, Ā
∗) andH(C1, D1;A,A

∗) we getA∗ = Ā∗, henceA∗ ∈ EF . However,
sinceEF⊥C1D1, the lineEF = a is the polar ofA.

2◦ For the pointB which belongs to the polar ofA we haveH(C,D;A,B). This completes the
proof.�
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Theorem 8 (Brianchon’s theorem). Assume that the hexagonA1A2A3A4A5A6 is circumscribed
about the circlek. The linesA1A4, A2A5, andA3A6 intersect at a point.

Proof. We will use the convention in which the points will be denotedby capital latin letters, and
their repsective polars with the corresponding lowercase letters.

Denote byMi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, the points of tangency ofAiAi+1 with k. Sincemi = AiAi+1,
we haveMi ∈ ai,Mi ∈ ai+1, henceai = Mi−1Mi.

Let bj = AjAj+3, j = 1, 2, 3. ThenBj = aj ∩ aj+3 = Mj−1Mj ∩Mj+3Mj+4. We have
to prove that there exists a pointP such thatP ∈ b1, b2, b3, or analogously, that there is a linep
such thatB1, B2, B3 ∈ p. In other words we have to prove that the pointsB1, B2, B3 are colinear.
However this immediately follows from the Pascal’s theoremapplied toM1M3M5M4M6M2. 2

From the previous proof we see that the Brianchon’s theorem is obtained from the Pascal’s by
replacing all the points with their polars and all lines by theirs poles.

Theorem 9 (Brokard). The quadrilateralABCD is inscribed in the circlek with centerO. Let
E = AB ∩CD, F = AD ∩BC,G = AC ∩BD. ThenO is the orthocenter of the triangleEFG.

Proof. We will prove thatEG is a polar ofF .
LetX = EG ∩ BC andY = EG ∩ AD. Then
we also have

ADY F =
∧
E

BCXF =
∧
G

DAY F,

which implies the relationsH(A,D;Y, F ) and
H(B,C;X,F ). According to the properties of
polar we have that the pointsX andY lie on a
polar of the pointF , henceEG is a polar of the
pointF .

A

B C

D

E

F

G

O

Y

X

SinceEG is a polar ofF , we haveEG⊥OF . Analogously we haveFG⊥OE, thusO is the
orthocenter of△EFG. �

5 Problems

1. Given a quadrilateralABCD, let P = AB ∩ CD, Q = AD ∩ BC, R = AC ∩ PQ,
S = BD ∩ PQ. Prove thatH(P,Q;R,S).

2. Given a triangleABC and a pointM onBC, let N be the point of the lineBC such that
∠MAN = 90◦. Prove thatH(B,C;M,N) if and only if AM is the bisector of the angle
∠BAC.

3. LetA andB be two points and letC be the point of the lineAB. Using just a ruler find a
pointD on the lineAB such thatH(A,B;C,D).

4. LetA,B,C be the diagonal points of the quadrilateralPQRS, or equivalentlyA = PQ∩RS,
B = QR ∩ SP , C = PR ∩ QS. If only the pointsA, B, C, S, are given using just a ruler
construct the pointsP ,Q,R.

5. Assume that the incircle of△ABC touches the sidesBC, AC, andAB atD, E, andF . Let
M be the point such that the circlek1 incscibed in△BCM touchesBC atD, and the sides
BM andCM atP andQ. Prove that the linesEF , PQ,BC are concurrent.

6. Given a triangleABC, letD andE be the points onBC such thatBD = DE = EC. The
line p intersectsAB, AD, AE,AC atK, L,M ,N , respectively. Prove thatKN ≥ 3LM .
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7. The pointM1 belongs to the sideAB of the quadrilateralABCD. LetM2 be the projection
of M1 to the lineBC fromD, M3 projection ofM2 to CD fromA, M4 projection ofM3 to
DA fromB,M5 projection ofM4 toAB fromC, etc. Prove thatM13 = M1.

8. (butterfly theorem) PointsM andN belong to the circlek. LetP be the midpoint of the chord
MN , and letAB andCD (A andC are on the same side ofMN ) be arbitrary chords ofk
passing throughP . Prove that linesAD andBC intersectMN at points that are equidistant
fromP .

9. Given a triangleABC, letD andE be the points of the sidesAB andAC respectively such
thatDE‖BC. Let P be an interior point of the triangleADE. Assume that the linesBP
andCP intersectDE at F andG respectively. The circumcircles of△PDG and△PFE
intersect atPandQ. Prove that the pointsA, P , andQ are colinear.

10. (IMO 1997 shortlist) LetA1A2A3 be a non-isosceles triangle with the incenterI. Let Ci,
i = 1, 2, 3, be the smaller circle throughI tangent to bothAiAi+1 andAiAi+2 (summation
of indeces is done modulus 3). LetBi, i = 1, 2, 3, be the other intersection point ofCi+1 and
Ci+2. Prove that the circumcenters of the trianglesA1B1I,A2B2I,A3B3I are colinear.

11. Given a triangleABC and a pointT , letP andQ be the feet of perpendiculars fromT to the
linesAB andAC, respectively. LetR andS be the feet of perpendiculars fromA to TC and
TB, respectively. Prove that the intersection ofPR andQS belongs toBC.

12. Given a triangleABC and a pointM , a line passing throughM intersectsAB, BC, andCA
atC1, A1, andB1, respectively. The linesAM , BM , andCM intersect the circumcircle of
△ABC repsectively atA2,B2, andC2. Prove that the linesA1A2,B1B2, andC1C2 intersect
in a point that belongs to the circumcircle of△ABC.

13. LetP andQ isogonaly conjugated points and assume that△P1P2P3 and△Q1Q2Q3 are
their pedal triangles, respectively. LetX1 = P2Q3 ∩ P3Q2, X2 = P1Q3 ∩ P3Q1, X3 =
P1Q2 ∩ P2Q1. Prove that the pointsX1,X2,X3 belong to the linePQ.

14. If the pointsA andM are conjugated with respect tok, then the circle with diameterAM is
orthogonal tok.

15. From a pointA in the exterior of a circlek two tangentsAM andAN are drawn. Assume
thatK andL are two points ofk such thatA,K,L are colinear. Prove thatMN bisects the
segmentPQ.

16. The point isogonaly conjugated to the centroid is calledtheLemuanpoint. The lines connected
the vertices with the Lemuan point are calledsymmedians. Assume that the tangents fromB
andC to the circumcircleΓ of △ABC intersect at the pointP . Prove thatAP is a symmedian
of △ABC.

17. Given a triangleABC, assume that the incircle touches the sidesBC, CA, AB at the points
M ,N , P , respectively. Prove thatAM ,BN , andCP intersect in a point.

18. LetABCD be a quadrilateral circumscribed about a circle. LetM ,N ,P , andQ be the points
of tangency of the incircle with the sidesAB, BC, CD, andDA respectively. Prove that the
linesAC, BD,MP , andNQ intersect in a point.

19. LetABCD be a cyclic quadrilateral whose diagonalsAC andBD intersect atO; extensions
of the sidesAB andCD atE; the tangents to the circumcircle fromA andD atK; and the
tangents to the circumcircle atB andC atL. Prove that the pointsE, K, O, andL lie on a
line.
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20. LetABCD be a cyclic quadrilateral. The linesAB andCD intersect at the pointE, and the
diagonalsAC andBD at the pointF . The circumcircle of the triangles△AFD and△BFC
intersect again atH . Prove that∠EHF = 90◦.

6 Solutions

1. LetT = AC ∩BD. Consider the sequence of the perspectivities

PQRS =
∧
A

BDTS =
∧
C

QPRS.

Since the perspectivites preserves the cross-ratioR(P,Q;R,S) = R(Q,P ;R,S) implying
H(P,Q;R,S).

2. Letα = ∠BAC, β = ∠CBA, γ = ∠ACB andϕ = ∠BAM . Using the sine theorem on
△ABM and△ACM we get

BM

MC
=
BM

AM

AM

CM
=

sinϕ

sinβ

sin γ

sin(α− ϕ)
.

Similarly using the sine theorem on△ABN and△ACN we get

BN

NC
=
BN

AN

AN

CN
=

sin(90◦ − ϕ)

sin(180◦ − β)

sin γ

sin(90◦ + α− ϕ)
.

Combining the previous two equations we get

BM

MC
:
BN

NC
=

tanϕ

tan(α− ϕ)
.

Hence,|R(B,C;M,N)| = 1 is equivalent totanϕ = tan(α − ϕ), i.e. toϕ = α/2. Since
B 6= C andM 6= N , the relation|R(B,C;M,N)| = 1 is equivalent toR(B,C;M,N) =
−1, and the statement is now shown.

3. The motivation is the problem 1. Choose a pointK outsideAB and pointL onAK different
fromA andK. LetM = BL∩CK andN = BK ∩AM . Now let us construct a pointD as
D = AB ∩ LN . From the problem 1 we indeed haveH(A,B;C,D).

4. Let us denoteD = AS ∩ BC. According to the problem 1 we haveH(R,S;A,D). Now
we construct the pointD = AS ∩ BC. We have the pointsA, D, andS, hence according to
the previous problem we can construct a pointR such thatH(A,D;S,R). Now we construct
P = BS ∩CR andQ = CS ∩BR, which solves the problem.

5. It is well known (and is easy to prove using Ceva’s theorem)that the linesAD, BE, andCF
intersect at a pointG (called a Gergonne point of△ABC) Let X = BC ∩ EF . As in the
problem 1 we haveH(B,C;D,X). If we denoteX ′ = BC ∩ PQ we analogously have
H(B,C;D,X ′), henceX = X ′.

6. Let us denotex = KL, y = LM , z = MN . We have to prove thatx + y + z ≥ 3y, or
equivalentlyx+ z ≥ 2y. SinceR(K,N ;L,M) = R(B,C;D,E), we have

x

y + z
:
x+ y

z
=

−−→
KL
−−→
LN

:

−−→
KM
−−→
MN

=

−−→
BD
−−→
DC

:

−−→
BE
−−→
EC

=
1

2
:

1

2
,

implying 4xz = (x + y)(y + z).

If it were y > (x+ z)/2 we would have

x+ y >
3

2
x+

1

2
z = 2

1

4
(x+ x+ x+ z) ≥ 2 4

√
xxxz,
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and analogouslyy + z > 2 4
√
xzzz as well as(x+ y)(y + z) > 4xz which is a contradiction.

Hence the assumptiony > (x+ z)/2 was false so we havey ≤ (x + z)/2.

Let us analyze the case of equality. Ify = (x + z)/2, then4xz = (x + y)(x + z) =
(3x + z)(x + 3z)/4, which is equivalent to(x − z)2 = 0. Hence the equality holds if
x = y = z. We leave to the reader to prove thatx = y = z is satisfied if and only ifp ‖ BC.

7. LetE = AB ∩ CD, F = AD ∩BC. Consider the sequence of perspectivities

ABEM1 =
∧
D

FBCM2 =
∧
A

DECM3 =
∧
B

DAFM4 =
∧
C

EABM5. (8)

According to the conditions given in the problem this sequence of perspectivites has two
be applied three more times to arrive to the pointM13. Notice that the given sequence of
perspectivities mapsA to E, E to B, andB to A. Clearly if we apply (8) three times the
pointsA,B, andE will be fixed whileM1 will be mapped toM13. ThusM1 = M13.

8. LetX ′ be the point symmetric toY with respect toP . Notice that

R(M,N ;X,P ) = R(M,N ;P, Y ) (fromMNXP =
∧
D

MNAC =
∧
B

MNPY )

= R(N,M ;P,X ′) ( the reflection with the centerP preserves

the ratio, hence it preserves the cross-ratio)

=
1

R(N,M ;X ′, P )
= R(M,N ;X ′, P ),

where the last equality follows from the basic properties ofthe cross ratio. It follows that
X = X ′.

9. LetJ = DQ ∩ BP , K = EQ ∩ CP . If we prove thatJK ‖ DE this would imply that the
trianglesBDJ andCEK are perspective with the respect to a center, hence with repsect to
an axis as well (according to Desargue’s theorem) which immediately implies thatA, P , Q
are colinear (we encourage the reader to verify this fact).

Now we will prove thatJK‖DE. Let us denoteT = DE ∩ PQ. Applying the Menelaus
theorem on the triangleDTQ and the linePF we get

−→
DJ
−→
JQ

−−→
QP
−→
PT

−→
TF
−−→
FD

= −1.

Similarly from the triangleETQ and the linePG:

−−→
EK
−−→
KQ

−−→
QP
−→
PT

−→
TG
−−→
GE

= −1.

Dividing the last two equalities and usingDT · TG = FT · TE (T is on the radical axis of
the circumcircles of△DPG and△FPE), we get

−→
DJ
−→
JQ

=

−−→
EK
−−→
KQ

.

ThusJK ‖ DE, q.e.d.

10. Apply the inversion with the respect toI. We leave to the reader to draw the inverse picture.
Notice that the condition thatI is the incentar now reads that the circumcirclesA∗

iA
∗
i+1I are

of the same radii. Indeed ifR is the radius of the circle of inversion andr the distance between
I andXY then the radius of the circumcircle of△IX∗Y ∗ is equal toR2/r. Now we use the
following statement that is very easy to prove: ”Letk1, k2, k3 be three circles such that all
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pass through the same pointI, but no two of them are mutually tangent. Then the centers of
these circles are colinear if and only if there exists another common pointJ 6= I of these three
circles.”

In the inverse picture this transforms into proving that thelinesA∗
1B

∗
1 , A∗

2B
∗
2 , andA∗

3B
∗
3

intersect at a point.

In order to prove this it is enough to show that the corresponding sides of the trianglesA∗
1A

∗
2A

∗
3

andB∗
1B

∗
2B

∗
3 are parallel (then these triangles would be perspective with respect to the in-

finitely far line). Afterwards the Desargue’s theorem wouldimply that the triangles are per-
spective with respect to a center. LetP ∗

i be the incenter ofA∗
i+1A

∗
i+2I, and letQ∗

i be the foot
of the perpendicular fromI toP ∗

i+1P
∗
i+2. It is easy to prove that

−−−→
A∗

1A
∗
2 = 2

−−−→
Q∗

1Q
∗
2 = −−−−→

P ∗
1 P

∗
2 .

Also since the circlesA∗
iA

∗
i+1I are of the same radii, we haveP ∗

1 P
∗
2 ‖ B∗

1B
∗
2 , henceA∗

1A
∗
2 ‖

B∗
1B

∗
2 .

11. We will prove that the intersectionX of PR andQS lies on the lineBC. Notice that the
pointsP ,Q,R, S belong to the circle with centerAT . Consider the six pointsA, S,R, T , P ,
Q that lie on a circle. Using Pascal’s theorem with respect to the diagram

A S R

T P Q

XB
C

we get that the pointsB, C, andX = PR ∩QS are colinear.

12. First solution, using projective mappings.LetA3 = AM ∩BC andB3 = BM ∩AC. LetX
be the other intersection point of the lineA1A2 with the circumcirclek of △ABC. LetX ′ be
the other intersection point of the lineB1B2 with k. Consider the sequence of perspectivities

ABCX =∧
A2 A3BCA1 =∧

M

AB3CB1 =∧
B2 ABCX ′

which has three fixed pointsA,B, C, henceX = X ′. Analogously the lineC1C2 containsX
and the problem is completely solved.

Second solution, using Pascal’s theorem.Assume that the lineA1A2 intersect the circumcircle
of the trianlgeABC atA2 andX . LetXB2 ∩ AC = B′

1. Let us apply the Pascal’s theorem
on the pointsA,B, C, A2, B2,X according the diagram:

A B X

B2 A2 C

A1M
B′

1

It follows that the pointsA1, B′
1, andM are colinear. HenceB′

1 ∈ A1M . According to the
definition of the pointB′

1 we haveB′
1 ∈ AC henceB′

1 = A1M ∩AC = B1. The conclusion
is that the pointsX ,B1,B2 are colinear. Analogously we prove that the pointsX ,C1,C2 are
colinear, hence the linesA1A2, B1B2, C1C2 intersect atX that belongs to the circumcircle
of the triangleABC.
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13. It is well known (from the theory of pedal triangles) thatpedal triangles corresponding to
the isogonally conjugated points have the common circumcircle, so calledpedal circleof the
pointsP andQ. The center of that circle which is at the same time the midpoint of PQ will
be denoted byR. LetP ′

1 = PP1 ∩Q1R andP ′
2 = PP2 ∩Q2R (the pointsP ′

1 andP ′
2 belong

to the pedal circle of the pointP , as point on the same diameters asQ1 andQ2 respectively).
Using the Pascal’s theorem on the pointsQ1, P2, P ′

2, Q2, P1, P ′
1 in the order shown by the

diagram

P1 P ′

2
Q1

P2
P ′

1 Q2

RP
X3

we get that the pointsP , R, X1 are colinear orX1 ∈ PQ. Analogously the pointsX2, X3

belong to the linePQ.

14. Let us recall the statement according to which the circlel is invariant under the inversion with
respect to the circlek if and only if l = k or l ⊥ k.

Since the pointM belongs to the polar of the pointA with respect tok we have∠MA∗A =
90◦ whereA∗ = ψl(A). ThereforeA∗ ∈ l wherel is the circle with the radiusAM . Analo-
gouslyM∗ ∈ l. However fromA ∈ l we getA∗ ∈ l∗; A∗ ∈ l yieldsA ∈ l∗ (the inversion is
inverse to itself) henceψl(A

∗) = A). Similarly we getM ∈ l∗ andM∗ ∈ l∗. Notice that the
circlesl andl∗ have the four common pointsA, A∗, M ,M∗, which is exactly two too much.
Hencel = l∗ and according to the statement mentioned at the beginning weconcludel = k
or l ⊥ k. The casel = k can be easily eliminated, because the circlel has the diameterAM ,
andAM can’t be the diameter ofk becauseA andM are conjugated to each other.

Thusl ⊥ k, q.e.d.

15. LetJ = KL ∩MN , R = l ∩MN , X∞ = l ∩ AM . SinceMN is the polar ofA from
J ∈MN we getH(K,L; J,A). FromKLJA =

∧
M

PQRX∞ we also haveH(P,Q;R,X∞).
This implies thatR is the midpoint ofPQ.

16. LetQ be the intersection point of the linesAP andBC. Let Q′ be the point ofBC such
that the rayAQ′ is isogonal to the rayAQ in the triangleABC. This exactly means that
∠Q′AC = ∠BAQ i ∠BAQ′ = ∠QAC.

For an arbitrary pointX of the segmentBC, the sine theorem applied to trianglesBAX and
XAC yields

BX

XC
=
BX

AX

AX

XC
=

sin ∠BAX

sin ∠ABX

sin∠ACX

sin∠XAC
=

sin ∠ACX

sin ∠ABX

sin ∠BAX

sin ∠XAC
=
AB

AC

sin∠BAX

sin∠XAC
.

Applying this toX = Q andX = Q′ and multiplying together afterwards we get

BQ

QC

BQ′

Q′C
=
AB

AC

sin∠BAQ

sin∠QAC

AB

AC

sin∠BAQ′

sin∠Q′AC
=
AB2

AC2
. (9)

Hence if we proveBQ/QC = AB2/AC2 we would immediately haveBQ′/Q′C = 1,
makingQ′ the midpoint ofBC. Then the lineAQ is isogonaly conjugated to the median,
implying the required statement.

SinceP belongs to the polars ofB andC, then the pointsB andC belong to the polar of the
pointP , and we conclude that the polar ofP is preciselyBC. Consider the intersectionD
of the lineBC with the tangent to the circumcircle atA. Since the pointD belongs to the
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polars ofA andP , AP has to be the polar ofD. HenceH(B,C;D,Q). Let us now calcu-
late the ratioBD/DC. Since the trianglesABD andCAD are similar we haveBD/AD =
AD/CD = AB/AC. This impliesBD/CD = (BD/AD)(AD/CD) = AB2/AC2. The
relationH(B,C;D,Q) impliesBQ/QC = BD/DC = AB2/AC2, which proves the state-
ment.

17. The statement follows from the Brianchon’s theorem applied toAPBMCN .

18. Applying the Brianchon’s theorem to the hexagonAMBCPD we get that the lineMP con-
tains the intersection ofAB andCD. Analogously, applying the Brianchon’s theorem to
ABNCDQ we get thatNQ contains the same point.

19. The Brokard’s theorem claims that the polar ofF = AD ∩BC is the linef = EO. Since the
polar of the point on the circle is equal to the tangent at thatpoint we know thatK = a ∩ d,
wherea andd are polars of the pointsA andD. Thusk = AD. SinceF ∈ AD = k, we have
K ∈ f as well. Analogously we can prove thatL ∈ f , hence the pointsE,O,K,L all belong
to f .

20. LetG = AD ∩BC. Let k be the circumcircle ofABCD. Denote byk1 andk2 respectively
the circumcircles of△ADF and△BCF . Notice thatAD is the radical axis of the circlesk
andk1; BC the radical axis ofk andk2; andFH the radical axis ofk1 andk2. According to
the famous theorem these three radical axes intersect at onepointG. In other words we have
shown that the pointsF ,G,H are colinear.

Without loss of generality assume thatF is betweenG andH (alternatively, we could use the
oriented angles). Using the inscribed quadrilateralsADFH andBCFH , we get∠DHF =
∠DAF = ∠DAC and ∠FHC = ∠FBC = ∠DBC, hence∠DHC = ∠DHF +
∠FHC = ∠DAC + ∠DBC = 2∠DAC = ∠DOC. Thus the pointsD, C, H , andO
lie on a circle. Similarly we prove that the pointsA, B,H ,O lie on a circle.

Denote byk3 andk4 respectively the circles circumscribed about the quadrilateralsABHO
andDCHO. Notice that the lineAB is the radical axis of the circlesk andk3. SimlarlyCD
andOH , respectively, are those of the pairs of circles(k, k2) and(k3, k4). Thus these lines
have to intersect at one point, and that has to beE. This proves that the pointsO, H , andE
are colinear.

According to the Brocard’s theorem we haveFH⊥OE, which according toFH = GH and
OE = HE in turn implies thatGH⊥HE, q.e.d.


